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Stratégies Digitales : 
 1/ énumération 
 2/ choix (une par groupe)  
 3/ quatre slides   
   définition principes intérêt mise en place moyens 
 illustrations exemples storytelling  §mémoire 

 4/ présentation
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PRD

product  
requirements 
document       (PRD)

an artifact that product 
teams use to describe the 
solution they are 
providing in order to 
solve a specific problem.

A product requirements document (PRD) is a 
document containing all the requirements to 
a certain product allowing people to 
understand what a product should do not 
how the product will do just what and why. 

PRDs can be used for any type of product 
and services.  
PRD is created from a user's point-of-view by 
a user/client or a PM

Typical components of a product requirements document (PRD) are: 
1. Title & author information 
2. Purpose and scope, from both a technical and business perspective 
3. Stakeholder identification 
4. Market assessment and target demographics 
5. Product overview and use cases 
6. Requirements, including 
7. functional requirements (e.g. what a product should do) 
8. usability requirements 
9. technical requirements (e.g. security, network, platform, integration, client) 
10.environmental requirements 
11.support requirements 
12.interaction requirements (how the product should work with other systems) 
13.Assumptions 
14.Constraints 
15.Dependencies 
16.High level workflow plans, timelines and milestones 
17.Evaluation plan and performance metrics

The Contents of a PRD 
1. Title: Give this project a distinct name. 
2. Change History: Describe each important change to the PRD, including who changed it, 

when they changed it, and what they changed. 
3. Overview: Briefly, what is this project about?  Why are you doing it? 
4. Success Metrics: What are the success metrics that indicate you’re achieving your internal 

goals for the project? 
5. Messaging: What’s the product messaging marketing will use to describe this product to 

customers, both new and existing? 
6. Timeline/Release Planning: What’s the overall schedule you’re working towards? 
7. Personas: Who are the target personas for this product, and which is the key persona? 
8. User Scenarios: These are full stories about how various personas will use the product in 

context. 
9. User Stories/Features/Requirements: These are the distinct, prioritized features along 

with a short explanation as to why this featurex is important. 
10.Features Out: What have you explicitly decided not to do and why 
11.Designs: Include any needed early sketches, and throughout the project, link to the 

actual designs once they’re available. 
12.Open Issues: What factors do you still need to figure out? 
13.Q&A: What are common questions about the product along with the answers you’ve 

decided? This is a good place to note key decisions. 
14.Other Considerations: This is a catch-all for anything else, such as if you make a key 

decision to remove or add to the project’s scope



Main Takeaways 
PRDs are live Documents: As you build the product, you need to constantly 
update the PRD.  

They must be flexible: As you write your first drafts, it’s ok to leave TBD and 
placeholder comments for unknowns.   

A good PRD is concise: Note key decisions, add relevant links, and don’t 
leave anything up for interpretation. 

PRDs are a product of teamwork: Even though the PM is ultimately 
responsible for owning the product/defining what to do. It’s much better to 
have a collaboration/soft power approach when it comes to creating the PRD. 

They are excellent communication tools: Use the PRD to communicate what 
you’re building and why.
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Attribution  
Contribution 
Sans Cookie

. last clic  

. toutes les actions 

. jardin clos login 
    Walled Garden

Attribution  100% de l’efficacité 
est attribué à une 
action : 
pub 
recherche 
first clic 
last clic 
…

Contribution Calcul du taux de 
contribution de  
chaque action : 
  5% pub RS 
10% sea 
15% seo 
20% avis 
15% blog / content 
15% fiche produit 
20% eboutique Samsung

Sans Cookie 
Cookieless

Guerre : FPD et login 
First party data 
Walled Garden 
Plateforme 
2FA (2 factor auth) 
Ouverture de compte 

Contribution 

Poids                  5%    10%    15%       5%         15%          15%            25%         10%           

Cours Live avec Captation Compte 
Formateur


